CAR BODY SHAMPOO CC

Concentrated cleaner & degreaser for cars
Trigger spray

TYPE OF USE

MOTUL® Car Body Shampoo is a powerful cleaner and degreaser for the entire car which washes and degreases the
bodywork. It removes the "road film", the greasy dust and deposits a film which facilitates the runoff of the water and accelerates the drying process.

PERFORMANCES

MOTUL® Car Body Shampoo formula is based on Montan wax which heals damaged varnishes and leaves a a bright,
deep and durable shine.
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Effectively removes all traces of grease, dust, soil, mosquitoes, brake pad residues, ...
Dries without leaving traces.

Motul

Leaves a dry anti-corrosion protective film which allows the water to bead off and accelerates the drying process.
Protects paints and varnishes.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Add 30 ml of MOTUL® Car Body Shampoo in a bucket with 5L of clean water or apply some product directly on MOTUL®
Jumbo Sponge or MOTUL® Cotton Chenille Wash Mitt.
Pre-rinse the vehicle.
Wash and lather the surface with the sponge or glove. For optimal efficiency, rinse with a high-pressure water jet and dry
the bodywork using a microfiber suitable for obtaining a perfect finish.
Finally, rinse with water, and dry the surface with a microfiber towel.
DO NOT USE under direct sunlight or on hot surfaces.
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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Suitable for all surfaces: Plastics, paints, varnishes, metals, synthetic fibers, ...
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